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Abstract: 5G technology can greatly improve spectral efficiency (SE) and
throughput of wireless communications. In this regard,multiple inputmultiple
output (MIMO) technology has become the most influential technology using
huge antennas and user equipment (UE). However, the use of MIMO in 5G
wireless technology will increase circuit power consumption and reduce energy
efficiency (EE). In this regard, this article proposes an optimal solution for
weighing SE and throughput tradeoff with energy efficiency. The research
work is based on the Wyner model of uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) trans-
mission under the multi-cell model scenario. The SE-EE trade-off is carried
out by optimizing the choice of antenna and UEs, while the approximation
method based on the logarithmic function is used for optimization. In this
paper, we analyzed the combination of UL and DL power consumption mod-
els and precoding schemes for all actual circuit power consumption models
to optimize the trade-off between EE and throughput. The simulation results
show that the SE-EE trade-off has been significantly improved by developing
UL and DL transmission models with the approximation method based on
logarithmic functions. It is also recognized that the throughput-EE trade-off
can be improved by knowing the total actual power consumed by the entire
network.

Keywords: Energy efficiency; spectral efficiency; throughput; massive
MIMO; downlink; uplink; base stations; power consumption

1 Introduction

With the current revolution of 5G wireless cellular technology and its achievements in large-
scale multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems, wireless networks have been optimized by
10 times in terms of efficiency, spectral efficiency (SE) and throughput. The existing standards
for 3G and 4G mobile networks cannot meet the challenging pace of data rates, and the number
of antennas is huge, because they can only allow up to 8 antenna ports [1]. Massive MIMO has
the ability to handle applications with high data rates base stations (BS) with a large number
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of antennas and efficient services for users. The development and progress of this emerging
technology show that massive MIMO has become a gold mine of research progress in the field
of wireless communications [2]. In addition, although a large number of antennas are managed
at a BS with a much more complex system, it provides higher efficiency, SE and throughput [3].
On the other hand, in the past 30 years, the average data rate of wireless data transmission has
doubled every 18 months [4]. The 5G mobile network standard is under consideration. However,
rapid development and urgent needs encourage the use of the 33–46 GHz frequency band during
the test phase, where 5G practices the unfinished standard at the 28 GHz frequency [5].

The old wireless network system faces complexity, such as low reliability, poor connection,
low efficiency, low energy efficiency, low spectrum efficiency, and low throughput. The number of
mobile-connected smart devices and smart phone users on existing cellular networks has grown
exponentially. Considering the above facts and Martin Cooper’s law requirements (data and voice
doubled every 2.5 years), there is an urgent need for high-quality services and optimized wireless
networks to increase capacity and connectivity to meet future needs [6]. In this regard, the energy
efficiency (EE) of massive MIMO systems has become an urgent consideration in 5G because
it involves a large number of antennas and increased circuit power consumption (PC). Massive
MIMO systems can handle all technical issues, optimizing EE by processing more antennas and
reasonable circuit power consumption [7].

The massive MIMO model has great potential in 5G [8]. It has thousands of antennas and
can provide higher specytum effeciency and energy effeciency. However, each antenna is assigned
a dedicated frequency, including digital-to-analog converters and analog-to-digital converters, and
noise amplifiers. For this reason, a large number of active antennas have been adopted, consuming
more power. Therefore, the hardware cost in BS has increased. By providing more antennas for
many users on the same radio channel frequency, the spectrum efficiency can be significantly
improved. However, power consumption requirements reduce the advantages of energy efficiency.
It has been experienced in previous systems that minimizing the low resolution triggered by power
consumption is disadvantageous.

The optimization method of spectrum efficiency and energy efficiency should make it possible
to connect the best number of antennas with the least power consumption. massive MIMO has
been recently proposed, which is a potential technology that can enhance network throughput and
energy efficiency [9,10]. Throughput is affected by the efficiency of spatial multiplexing based on
antenna channel effects [11]. Due to concerns about the hardware cost of power consumptions
and a large number of antennas, the use of more efficient hardware and low-cost circuits has
reduced the throughput of the network. The energy efficiency of the network depends on less
power consumptions. Following are the authors’ contributions to the trade-off between energy
efficiency and throughput:

• We considered a multi-cell scenario, in which uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) transmissions
are calculated based on the Wyner model and computed the optimized relations for selecting
numbers of UEs and multiple antennas.

• We optimized the parameters for selecting optimal antennas and users through an approx-
imation method based on a logarithmic function and verified the SE-EE optimization
relationship.

• We formed expressions in the massive MIMO network of UL and DL models and
calculated different combinations and precoding schemes simultaneously.

• We also formulated the optimal trade-off between throughput-EE using combining and
precoding schemes by considering total circuit power consumption.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the related work.
Section 3 introduces the system model proposed for UL and DL in Wyner model. Section 4
investigates the EE-SE trade-off and calculates the optimal relationship for selecting multiple
antennas and UEs. Section 5 calculates the complete actual power and studies the combination
of UL and DL networks and precoding schemes. Section 6 discusses the results and validates the
model. The last section draws our conclusions.

2 Related Works

The power consumption and throughput of the user equipment decrease in a large-scale
MIMO system. So, the trade-off between SE and EE and network throughput becomes crucial.
We can find a power consumption model in [12], in which a closed-form approximation model
for the uplink network is proposed to obtain ideal method for the trade-off between EE and
SE. In [13], authors consider an evaluation criterion for the trade-off between EE and SE. The
Rayleigh fading (RF) channels have been evaluated using a more general closed-form approxima-
tion method. This model compared with a single-input single-output (SISO) network and shows
that when the PC model is considered, the MIMO system is an EE enhancer and reduces the
number of antennas on the transmitter side.

In [14], the uplink and downlink system models of the distributed MIMO network are com-
posed of various PC models to drive the expression of trade-offs, and the strength of the digital
antenna is optimized by considering the PC model. In [15–17], Maximum Ratio combination
scheme-based approximation is used for the trade-off between EE and SE. This model shows that
adding antennas can increase efficiency but reduce SE, the best value of SE that can maximize
EE.

The model proposed in [18] has considered the PC model of the transceiver PC and the
radiating PC, and at the same time uses a tight expression form to achieve the best EE-SE
trade-off. In [19], the method based on the Pareto optimal set uses the proposed multi-objective
optimization method to calculate the EE-SE compromise method. The method takes into account
the number of antennas available at the PC and BS, and the Cobb-Douglas production model
calculates a trade-off matrix to convert the optimization function into a single objective function.
As a result, an optimized PC for the largest available antenna in the network is realized that
optimize the trade-off through various priorities.

In [20–22], authors consider the channel state information of the transmitter to derive the
expression of the signal-to-noise ratio based on the number of PCs and antennas to optimize the
trade-off. In [23], the author proposed two algorithms for complex optimization methods to obtain
optimization in EE-SE trade-off. The original algorithm is practiced through the improved Big
Grey Wolf optimization algorithm. The second algorithm is the improved Lion algorithm, which
is formed to increase the convergence speed and help make a better trade-off between SE and
EE. In [24], a user-centric (UC) access point selection method has been proposed to improve the
performance of the MIMO system. In [25], the effect of antenna channel on MIMO throughput
calculated that the spatial multiplexing efficiency would be reduced due to power imbalance. In [9],
the author developed a model to maximize throughput and EE. In [19], we can also find another
model that contains 400 antennas and multiple transmitters for throughput analysis. This model
provides a detailed background for studying the EE and throughput of wireless networks. In [25],
a further throughput analysis is proposed by considering some approximations and assumptions.
However, the proliferation UEs and limitations on power consumption have made the trade-
off between SE and EE and network throughput open. However, the surge of UEs and the
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limitation of power consumption make the optimization of throughput, SE and EE trade-offs a
real challenge. We also need to consider the trade-offs of EE, SE, and throughput in the same
system to give full play to the advantages of 5G technology.

3 System Model

The system model describes UL and DL transmission models in a multi-cell scenario. We
assume the Wyner model for UL and DL transmission because it is simple and analytical
tractable. As shown in Fig. 1, the two-cell network composed of cell j and cell l describes the
system model of interface signals and desired signals during inter-cell and intra-cell interferences.
Therein, we also consider signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) as weight parameter. The notations β ll ,

β ll , β
j
l , β

j
j , and β lj and each UE in cell l preserves the same average channel gain β ll from BS

to be served [24]. The average channel gain β
j
l is also similar for that of BS of the cell j when

each UE in cell j has same average gain as β lj and β
j
j . The Wyner model specifies that intra-cell

gain and inter-cell gain are equal as assumed i.e., β ll = β
j
j and β

j
l=β lj . The ratio of inert-cell and

intra-cell channels gain are formed as follows,

βr=
β lj

β ll

=
β lj

β ll

=
β lj

β
j
j

=
β lj

β
j
j

(1)

Figure 1: System model for the desired and interfering signals in Cell l and Cell j: (a) UL
Transmission; (b) DL transmission

The ratio of average gain used in the modeling βr varies in [0–1] where βr close to 0 indicates
that inter-cell interference is small, and βr a value close to 1 means it is strong. The channel
response symbols used in this paper are Hl

l ∈C and Hl
j ∈C and the relation with channel gain is

written as,

Hl
n=

√
β ln for n= j , l (2)
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Based on the above facts, the following is the model of UL and DL transmission signals.
Before we proceed, we have described a summary of the used symbols in Tab. 1.

Table 1: Summary of the used symbols

Symbol Description

βr The ratio of Inert-cell and Intra-cell channels gain
Hl
l ∈ C Channel response

nULl & nDLj Additive receiver noise in UL and DL
OMj & σ 2

UL Zero means and variance
B Bandwidth
ρUL Transmit power
σ 2
UL Noise power
pULβ ll & pULβ lj Signal power and interference power
CPl Circuit power

μ Power amplifier efficiency
Pfix & Ptran Fix power consumed and transceiver power consumed
Pch & Pc,d Channel estimator power and consumed power by coder/decoder
PL,bH & PDSP Load dependent consumption and digital signal processing power

3.1 Uplink
For the enhancement of SE, we illustrate the UL transmission based on the Wyner model in

Fig. 1a. We assume k active UEs in each cell under UL network. The channel response of kth

desired UE in a cell l and BS is given by Hl
lk€C

M up to k= 1 to k=K and the channel response
is as follows,

yULl =
√

ρul

[
K∑
k=1

Hl
lkS

UL
l +

K∑
K=1

Hl
jkS

UL
jk

]
+ nULl (3)

where SULjk is the kthUE signal in cell l, the the receiver noise denoted by nULl ∼CN(OMj ,σ
2
ULIMl).

The terms OMj and σ 2
UL are zero means and variance respectively. ρUL > 0 is used for the uplink

SNR. Let BS of cell l receives a signal transmitted by the desired UEs as K, and UL signal
yULlk ε CM is given by,

VUL
lk yULl =√

ρUL VUL
lk Hl

lks
UL
li +√

ρUL

Kl∑
i= 1
i �= k

VUL
lk Hl

lns
UL
ln +√

ρUL

Kn∑
n=1

VUL
lk Hl

lis
UL
jn + nULl (4)

where
√

ρUL VUL
lk Hl

lks
UL
li considered as the desired signal,

√
ρUL

∑Kl
i= 1
i �= k

VUL
lk Hl

lns
UL
ln term formed

as intra-cell interference,
√

ρUL
∑Kn

n=1V
UL
lk Hl

lis
UL
jn given as intercell interference, and nULl is noise.
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Let the BS of cell l has channel response and SE of UL for the UE as follows,

SEl = log2

[
1+ 1

βr+ 1
SNRl

]
(5)

where βr is defined as Eq. (1) and SNRl is given as,

SNRl =
ρUL

σ 2
UL

β ll (6)

ρUL is used for transmitting power and σ 2
UL is noise power. Consider Eq. (1) and (6) for βr �= 1

then SE can be formulated as follows,

SEl =E

⎧⎨
⎩log2

⎛
⎝1+

√
ρUL |Hl

l |
2

√
ρUL

∑k
k=1 |Hl

jkS
UL
jk |2 + σ 2

UL

⎞
⎠
⎫⎬
⎭ (7)

If Eq. (5) is linked with power-related terms, then it can be written as,

1+ 1

βr+ 1
SNRl

=
√

ρULβ ll√
ρULβ lj + σ 2

UL

(8)

where pULβ ll , pULβ lj , and σ 2
UL are signal power, interference power, and noise power respectively.

3.2 Downlink
For the enhancement of SE, we illustrate here the DL transmission based on the Wyner model

in Fig. 1a. We discussed the average channel gain in the previous section. In the DL model, the
Kth active UEs of each cell receives a signal send by serving BS using linear precoding schemes.
Same as UL, the DL channel response of Kth active UEs of each cell receives a signal sent by
serving BS is (Hl

lk)
H and received DL signal in cell l is modeled as,

ydlj =√
ρDLHl

lk)
HwlkrlkSlk+

√
ρDL

Kl∑
i= 1
i �= k

(Hj
lk)

HWlirjiSli+
√

ρDL

L∑
j= 1
j �= l

Kl∑
i=1

(HDL
lk )HWlirli sji+ nDLl

(9)

where
√

ρDLHl
lk)

Hwlkrlkslk is desired signal, with intra-cell interference, intercell interference, and
noise signals respectively. Moreover, wlkrlkand slk are precoding vector and DL transmitted signal.
As per Wyner model as Eq. (1), the βr relation with SE becomes,

SEl =
k∑

k=1

Log2

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1+ M∑k

i= 1
i �= k

G(ϕlli)+βr
∑k

i=1G(ϕ
j
ji)+ 1

SNRl

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (10)
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Therefore, a DL SE [bit/s/Hz/cell] with precoding channels is formed as,

SEl =
K∑
k=1

E

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Log2

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1+

√
ρDL |Hl

l |
2

√
ρDL

∑k
k= 1
i �= k

|Hl
lkH

l
li|

2

|Hl
li|
2 +√

ρDL
∑k

i=1
|Hl

jkS
UL
jk |2

|Hl
l |
2 + σ 2

DL

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(11)

4 EE-SE Trade-off

As discussed in the literature, SE will increase as more BS antennas and multiple UEs are
installed in the cell, and this increase in SE will lead to an increase in PC. This phenomenon
will reduce the overall EE, so a mechanism that can jointly improve SE and EE is needed. This
section considers the Wyner model of the two-unit scheme shown in Fig. 1 to analyze the EE-
SE trade-off. The selection of multiple antennas and UEs for optimizing the EE-SE trade-off is
discussed in the following.

4.1 Selection of Multiple BS Antennas
We defined an assumption of active UE in cell l and having no interfering signal. The SE in

cell l is given as the first step in antenna selection in [26] as follows,

SEl = log2

(
1+ (M − 1)

√
ρUL

σ 2
UL

β ll

)
(12)

where ρUL is a transmit power, σ 2
UL is a noise power. To select numbers of the antenna (M) for the

optimizing of EE, the circuit power (CP) is also evaluated as it increases when multiple antennas
have selected. In this case, the cell l is chosen to have circuit power CPl then EE relation with
M becomes with logarithm function-based approximation:

EEl =
Blog2

(
1+ (M − 1)

√
ρUL

σ 2
UL

β ll

)
1
μ
ETP+CPl

(13)

where ETP is effective to transmit power, and μ has a range in [0< μ≤ 1] for the power amplifier
efficiency with bandwidth B. Hence,

EEl =B

(
SEl

1
μ
ETP+CPl

)
(14)

The link between EE and SE in [27] is defined as,

vo = σ 2

μβ0
0

(15)
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Eqs. (13)–(15) yields,

EEl =B

(
SEl

(2SEl − 1) ν0
M−1

)
(16)

The total power consumption has also M times power consumption of circuit components
(PCC) power. Hence, Eq. (16) becomes,

EEl =B

(
SEl

(2SEl − 1) ν0
M−1 +M(CPl +PCC)

)
(17)

We take M number of antennas, PCC as circuit consumption, CP as circuit power into
account prior to [26] where M effects only one power consumption model and we modified based
on the requirement as,

EEl ≈
eB

(1+ e)

(
log2(M CPl +MPCC)

M(CPl +PCC)

)
(18)

where log2(M CPl +MPCC) is SE. The final expression of selection for multiple antennas is given
by,

EEl ≈
eB

(1+ e)

(
SEl

M(CPl +MPCC)

)
. (19)

4.2 Selection of Multiple UEs
As the number of UEs increases (such as the number of antennas), the SE increases with

the increase in power consumption, resulting in a decrease in EE. As shown in Fig. 1, the Wyner
model with K antenna in both cells having relative channel gain as Eq. (1), the SE of cell l is
written as,

SEl = log2

⎛
⎜⎝1+ M−K

(K − 1)+Kβr+ σ 2
UL√

ρULβ ll

⎞
⎟⎠ (20)

From SE formed in Eqs. (5), (6) and (8), the expressions becomes,

√
ρUL=

(
M−K

(2SEl − 1)
−Kβr+ 1−K

)−1 σ 2
UL

β ll β0
0

(21)

The tradeoff relation of EE-SE is formed in Eq. (22) prior to [28] and we computed,

EEl =B
KSEl

K
(

M−K
(2SEl−1)

−Kβr+M −K
)−1

ν0+CPl +MPCC +KPUE

(22)
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where the power consumption of M times BS (MPCC), CPl, and K time UEs are considered.
The change of EE concerning change in SE can show the tradeoff scenario. In this regard, the
derivate of EE concerning SE is taken by logarithm function-based approximation as follows,

K
(

M −K
(2SEl − 1)

−Kβr+M −K
)−1

ν0+CPl +MPCC +KPUE

=K SEl

(
1−

(
2SEl − 1
M −K

)
Kβr− 1+K

)−2
v0loge(2)
M −K

2SEl (23)

We put Eq. (23) into Eq. (22). Hence, the trade-off between EE and SE is optimized as,

EEl =B
1(

1−
(
2SEl−1
M−K

)
Kβr− 1+K

)−2 v0
M−K 2SEl

. (24)

5 EE-Throughput Tradeoff

In this section, we consider circuit power consumption model and the UL and DL model
to optimize the trade-off between SE and throughput. In this model, the transmit power, circuit
power consumed by hardware at the BS side, coding/decoding power, and digital signal processing
power are as considered to evaluate the trade-off between EE and throughput. In this regard, the
expression formed for the BS l in massive MIMO network [28] is given by,

CPl = Pfix+Ptran+Pch +Pc,d +PL,bH+PDSP (25)

where the CP model considers the fixed power (Pfix) consumed by transceiver (Ptran), channel
estimator power (Pch) consumed power by coder/decoder (Pc,d), load-dependent consumption
(PL,bH), and digital signal processing power (PDSP ). For the overall power consumed by BS l for
the UL and DL, we simply derive the expression as follows,

PSig =PR,T +PULCom+PDLPre (26)

where PSig is an overall power consumed in transmission and receiving of signal and

PR,T , PULCom, and P
DL
Pre are the transmitter/receiver power, combining vectors, and precoding vectors

consumed power, respectively. PULCom and PDLPre both are computed for combining and precoding
vector as follows,

PULCom = 7B
τULL

Kl (27)

PDLPre =
4B

τDLL
MlKl (28)

The illustration of combining schemes as multicell MMSE, single-cell MMSE, RZF, ZF, and
MR with their power consumption for the UL signal is derived in Tab. 2. For DL signals, the
precoding vector in [29] uses the same vector. Our power consumption calculation model is written
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in Tab. 3. The power consumed by the transmission of the UL and DL signals through the pilot
sequence can be written as,

TTPl =
τpil

τcoh

kl∑
k=1

1
uUEl

pl +
τUL

τcoh

kl∑
k=1

1
uUEl

√
ρUL+ τDL

τcoh

kl∑
k=1

1
uUEl

√
ρDL (29)

where total transmit power consist of the total transmit power of the pilot signal
τpil
τcoh

∑kl
k=1

1
uUEl

pl, total transmit power of UL signal τUL
τcoh

∑kl
k=1

1
uUEl

√
ρUL, and that of DL signal

τDL
τcoh

∑kl
k=1

1
uUEl

√
ρDL. The simulation parameters and results are discussed in the next section.

Table 2: Illustration of power consumed with different combining/precoding vector computations

Scheme PR,T PULCom PDLPre

Multicell MMSE τcMjKj 7B
τULL

[
L∑
l=1

(3M2
j +Mj)Kl
2 + M3

j −Mj

3 +Mjτp(τp−Kj)

]
4B

τDLL
MjKj

Single-cellMMSE τcMjKj 7B
τULL

(
3M2

j Kj
2 + MjKj

2 + M3
j −Mj

3

)
4B

τDLL
MjKj

RZF τcMjKj 7B
τULL

(
3K2

j Mj

2 + 3KjMj
2 + K3

j −Kj
3

)
4B

τDLL
MjKj

ZF τcMjKj 7B
τULL

(
3K2

j Mj

2 + KjMj
2 + K3

j −Kj
3

)
4B

τDLL
MjKj

MR τcMjKj 7B
τULL

Kj 4B
τDLL

MjKj

Table 3: Sequence of simulation

Proposed Algorithm

Step 1: Based on the Wyner model compute UL and DL sequence for the cell l.
Step 2: Generate random estimated channel vectors Hl

l ∈ C for UL and DL
Step 3: Compute SE-EE relation for the selection of multiple M as Eqs. (17)–(19)
Step 4: Compute SE-EE relation for the selection of multiple UEs as Eqs. (22)–(24)
Step 5: Compute receive combining vectors for UL as in Tab. 2.
Step 6: Compute the DL sequence for precoding for DL as in Tab. 2.
Step 7: Compute power consumption based combing and precoding vectors as Eqs. (25)–(28)
Step 8: Plot of Figures SE-EE tradeoff with logarithm-based function approximation;

Throughput-EE the tradeoff for considering the power consumption model,
combining, and precoding schemes.

6 Results and Discussions

We analyze the SE, EE, and throughput expressions of UL and DL using the simulation
results. The model is simulated in MATLAB, and the simulation sequence is shown in Tab. 3. We
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select M antennas, and K UEs considering the throughput calculation of M-MMSE, S-MMSE,
RZF, ZF, MR combining and precoding schemes. In the first step, the two-cell network composed
of cell j and cell l assumes the Wyner model of interface signals and desired signals during
inter-cell and intra-cell interferences. The ratio of inert-cell and intra-cell channel gain is formed
in Eq. (1) and UL and DL sequences for the cell are computed in Section 3. The second step
generates random estimated channel vectors of desired UE in a cell, and BS is given by Hl

lk€C
M

up to k= 1 to k=K as given in Eq. (3) for UL transmission. Same as UL, the DL channel
response (Hl

lk)
H is generated by active and BS while the SE, SNR, and channels gain are also

taken into account as computed in sections 3.1 and 3.2. In third step, SE-EE relation is computed
for the selection of M number of antennas by considering PCC, and CP as computed in Eqs. (17)–
(19). Fourth step computes the SE-EE relation for the selection of multiple UEs as formulated in
Eqs. (22)–(24) where MPCC , CPl, and K time UEs are considered. The change of EE concerning
change in SE computes tradeoff scenario and the derivate of EE concerning SE is taken by
logarithm function-based approximation. Fifth step computes the combining schemes as multicell
MMSE, single-cell MMSE, RZF, ZF, and MR with their power consumption for the UL signal is
derived in Tab. 2. In next step, DL signal for computing the precoding vector uses the same vector
as used in UL. The power consumed by the transmission of the UL and DL signals through the
pilot sequence is computed in Eq. (29). Step.7 computes the power consumption-based combing
and precoding vectors as given in Eqs. (25)–(28) by considering the Pfix consumed by transceiver
(Ptran), Pch consumed power by coder/decoder (Pc,d), load-dependent consumption (PL,bH), and
digital signal processing power (PDSP ). Last step of simulation sequence generates the plots for
SE-EE tradeoff with logarithm-based function approximation. The optimal tradeoff of EE with
SE and throughput is discussed in detail as follows.

6.1 EE-SE Tradeoff
As discussed that CPl increases with M times in the selection of multiple antennas as

Eq. (16). Fig. 2a illustrates the SE-EE tradeoff. The x-axis represents the SE in Bit/s/Hz and
the y-axis represents the EE in bit/joule. The results of Fig. 2a are elaborated in Tab. 5 where
CPl = 0, 5, 10, 15 Watts are considered, numbers of antennas are 10 with a bandwidth of 200

KHz, σ 2

β0
0
= −3dBm, and μ=0.5. As shown in Fig. 2a and concluded in Tab. 5, for the optimal

tradeoff the SE increases from 0 to 10 [Bit /s/Hz] when CPl wattage increased up to 15 watts
but decreases the EE from 2× 107 to 2.5× 105 as [21] expresses this fact. The optimal points for
the tradeoff of SE-EE are shown in Fig. 2a that are improved as compared to [23] where our
model has less effect of the decline in EE at given parameters.

As computed in Eqs. (18) and (19), the CPl +ETP are fixed as 15 w and 2 watt with Multiple
M for optimizing the tradeoff of SE-EE illustrated in Fig. 2b. The x-axis represents the SE
in Bit /s/Hz and the y-axis represents the EE in bit/joule. In Tabs. 4 and 5, we inscribed the
simulation parameters used for the simulation results shown in Fig. 2, where M = 5, 20, 100, 1000

are considered with a bandwidth of 200 KHz, σ 2

β0
0
= −3dBm, and μ=0.5. In Fig. 2, we can see that

the optimal tradeoff of SE increases from 2 to 10.5 [Bit /s/Hz] with several multiple antennas.
However, the CPl +ETP wattages are fixed while it decreases the EE from 2× 105 to 1.8× 104.
We see that the optimal points for the tradeoff of SE-EE are improved compared to that of [23].
As computed in Eqs. (23) and (24), different M/K ratio is taken into account for optimizing the
tradeoff of SE-EE. In Fig. 3, the x-axis represents the SE in Bit /s/Hz and the y-axis represents
the EE in bit/joule. The simulation parameters regarding the simulation results in Fig. 3 are shown
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in Tab. 6, where M/k= 2, 4, 8, 16 are considered with the same bandwidth, σ 2

β0
0
, and μ used in

multiple antenna selections. We see the optimal tradeoff in Fig. 3, where the SE increases from
14 to 48 [Bit /s/Hz] as it increases with several multiple antennas while the notable parameter is
that there is not much decrement in EE as it only decreases 3×105 to 4×105. The optimal points
for the tradeoff of SE-EE are shown in Fig. 3a that are improved as compared to that of [22].

Figure 2: Throughput-EE tradeoff: (a) for different CPl in the case of Me antenna selections (b)
for different M in case of multiple antenna selections

Table 4: Simulation parameters and results for the selection of multiple antennas where M is fixed

Parameters CPl = 0 W CPl = 5 W CPl = 10 W CPl = 15 W

M 10 10 10 10
B [KHZ] 200 200 200 200
σ 2

β0
0

−3dBm −3dBm −3dBm −3dBm

μ 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
SE [Bit /s/Hz] 0 5 8 10
EE [bit/joule] 2× 107 2× 106 3× 105 2.5× 105

Table 5: Simulation parameters/results the selection of multiple antennas when CP is fixed

Parameters M= 5 M= 20 M= 100 M= 1000

CPl[Watt] 15 15 15 15
ETP [Watt] 2 2 2 2
SE [Bit /s/Hz] 2 4 7 10.5
EE [bit/joule] 2× 105 2.5× 105 9× 104 1.8× 104
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Figure 3: EE-SE tradeoff: (a) when different M/K are considered in case of multiple UEs selection
(b) Results of multiple CP models of two setting values with different combining/precoding
schemes

Table 6: Simulation parameters/results for the selection of multiple UEs when CP is fixed

Parameters M
K = 2 M

K = 4 M
K = 8 M

K = 16

CPl[Watt] 15 15 15 15
K 20 20 20 20
M 40 80 160 320
ETP [Watt] 2 2 2 2
SE [Bit /s/Hz] 14 23 30 48
EE [bit/joule] 3× 105 4× 105 4× 105 3× 105

6.2 EE-Throughput Tradeoff
The trade-off between EE and throughput is slightly different because it caters to all power

consumption models of UL and DL with different combining and precoding schemes schemes,
as shown in Tab. 3. In order to find the total power consumption of all the models calculated in
this section, multiple antennas are considered. Figs. 3b and 4b show the results.

The x-axis represents the varying numbers of of antennas, and the y-axis represents TTP in
dBm. Various power consumption parameters are given in the Tab. 3. The best trade-off requires
the total transmit power of all combing and precoding vectors, such as 41.8, 41.2, 40.9, 40.9 and
40.9 dBm of M-MMSE, S-MMSE, RZF, ZF and MR. The setting value-I is shown in Fig. 3b.
Therein, we observe that after setting the power consumption value to half, the dBm of M of
ZM, RZF, M-MMSE, S-MMSE and MR are reduced to 39.5, 39.45, 39.40, 39.40 and 39.40 dBm,
respectively. Set value-II shown the Tab. 7.
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Table 7: Simulation parameters for the selection of multiple CP models of different setting values

Parameters Setting value-I Setting value-I

Fix power 8 W 0.4 W
Power consumed by each BS 0.3 W 0.15 W
Power consumed by each UE 0.1 W 0.05 W
ETP 0.4 W 0.04 W
Power consumed for encoding 0.09 W/(Gbit/S) 0.009 W/(Gbit/S)

Power consumed for decoding 0.8 W/(Gbit/S) 0.08 W/(Gbit/S)

Table 8: Simulation parameters for the selection of multiple CP models of different setting values

Scheme EE for setting
value-I
Mbit/Joule/cell

EE for Setting
Value-I
Mbit/Joule/cell

Area
Throughput
Mbit/s/km2

M− MMSE 27 52 890
S− MMSE 26 47 880
RZF 24.5 43 850
ZF 23.5 42 845
MR 15 23 450

Figure 4: Throughput-EE tradeoff: (a) for the setting value-I, (b) for the setting value-II

The optimized results of the tradeoff between EE and throughput are shown in Tab. 7 with
different combining and precoding schemes for UL and DL for all power consumption models
separately. The final expression is given in Eq. (29) and two setting values are considered for the
optimal tradeoff of EE-Throughput. The x-axis represents the throughput values in Mbit/s/km2

and the y-axis represents the EE in Mbit/Joule/cell. The power consumption models values in
setting value-II as shown in Fig. 4b are half of the setting value-I as shown in Fig. 4a. Therefore,
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the EE is almost doubled as 27 is 52, 26 is 47, 24.5 is 43, 23.5 is 42, and 15 is 23 for M-MMSE,
S-MMSE, RZF, ZF, and MR respectively (see Tab. 9). The above-mentioned values of EE are
optimized value at throughput (Mbit/s/km2) of 890, 880, 850, 845, and 450 for different schemes.
Our model indicates that reducing the total power consumption not only increases the EE but
does not affect the throughput as in [25] it does.

7 Conclusion

In this article, we optimized the trade-off between EE and SE and throughput in the proposed
massive MIMO system, and modeled UL and DL systems using the Wyner model. In the first
step, we adopted two cell scenarios and calculated the expressions for uplink and downlink trans-
mission based on the Wyner model. We proposed an optimization model for these two for both
tradeoffs. We have calculated the parameters for selecting multiple antennas and selecting multiple
users because these terms enhance SE and lower EE. The model verifies the optimization rela-
tionship of SE-EE through the approximation based on logarithmic function, and finds significant
enlightenment to the results. The circuit power consumption is modeled to evaluate the trade-off
between EE and throughput, while considering transmit power, circuit power consumed by the
BS side hardware, encoding/decoding power, and digital signal processing power. In this regard,
the UL and DL models for different combining and precoding schemes are used to formulate
expressions for the BS in the massive MIMO network and calculate the total power consumption.
We take and take M antennas and K UEs to calculate the throughput of M-MMSE, S-MMSE,
RZF, ZF, MR combining and precoding schemes. The EE throughput trade-off result of power
consumption model through the combining and precoding scheme is optimized. Moreover, it also
has received the ability to fix the throughput by reducing the power consumption. The optimized
trade-off results are verified in our model. The findings of this work assume that by optimizing
EE to enhance SE and throughput in UL and DL transmissions, massive MIMO systems can be
developed. We finally improve the EE. We optimize the choice of antenna and UE by evaluating
actual power consumption.

In this paper, we considered both the uplink and downlink transmission while hardware and
singular processing could be included to optimize the energy efficiency of massive MIMO systems
in the future. However, massive MIMO encourages ultra-high frequency, so improving EE and SE
are still open areas for further research.
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